Managed cost and security - 2 week Assessment
As a Microsoft Gold Partner and Azure Migrate Partner, we have helped businesses manage
their Microsoft Cloud environment since 2010. Our managed service combines our deep
technical expertise with our world-class CloudAtlas tools to continuously control and assess
of your Azure subscriptions to ensure you to stay in control of cost, security, and GRC
(Governance & Regulatory Compliance).
Our Managed service ensures you to stay in control of costs, security, and GRC for Azure.
Our experts use their deep cloud expertise and CloudSupervisor automated tools to monitor
of all your Azure resources, configurations and settings. In just 24 hours we will provide you
a detailed report on all your Azure resources, across all services and configuration settings,
to ensure your applications are Secure, meet or exceed regulatory requirements, and are
following Azure industry best practices.
UnifyCloud’s CloudSupervisor optimizes and monitors Azure subscriptions using read-only
access to APIs. Manage and control Azure resources against security standards and
regulatory baselines (e.g. GDPR, ISO, SOX, and PCI). Create custom security and compliance
baselines for your industry and geographic requirements.
Control Costs: Using read-only access to your subscriptions, UnifyCloud manages and
controls costs of individual resources with snoozing and rightsizing recommendations,
including resource optimization for VMs, SQL, and all Azure resources. Set budgets for
individuals, departments, and entire organizations, and monitor and track spend across
budgets.
Control Security and GRC: We will report on individual subscription owners on the cost,
security, and regulatory compliance of their Azure subscriptions, with additional
organizational views for Director, VP, and C-level executives. Option to delegate monitoring
reports to Finance, Security and GRC SMEs.
UnifyCloud offers a managed service to optimize and monitor Azure subscriptions using
read-only access to APIs. Manage and control Azure resources against security standards and
regulatory baselines (e.g. GDPR, ISO, SOX, and PCI). We can also create custom security and
compliance baselines for your industry and geographic requirements.
Manage costs of individual resources with snoozing and rightsizing recommendations,
including resource optimization for VMs, SQL, and all Azure resources. Set budgets for
individuals, departments, and entire organizations, and monitor and track spend across
budgets.
Ensure individual subscription owners are accountable for cost, security, and compliance of
their Azure subscriptions, with additional organizational views for Director, VP and C level
executives. Delegate monitoring reports to Finance, Security, and GRC SMEs or let
UnifyCloud handle all the reporting and monitoring.

